WHAT’S YOUR SPORT?

FOR ALL YOUR FACILITY NEEDS!

ICE PAINT & IN-ICE LOGOS
AREN A & ATHLETIC FIELD MARKINGS
PAINT APPLICATION SYSTEMS
CURLING EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES
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ICE PAINT

NEW
“EASY OPEN” TAB!

TRUE WHITE PREMIUM
20 kg Bag - BPTWP
• Brilliant white with sparkle to provide a consistent flawless base
• Micro-ground powder for outstanding uniform suspension
• Redesigned packaging to reduce preparation and clean-up time

SIMPLY THE BEST AND WHITEST PAINT AVAILABLE...PERIOD!

TRUE WHITE
22 kg Bag - BPTW
• Provides a beautiful rich white base
• Formulated to provide excellent suspension and hide qualities
• Redesigned packaging to reduce preparation and clean-up time

All our paints are professionally formulated, manufactured, and quality tested within Alberta to conform to ISO-9001 standards.

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
With White Ice™ ice paints you are only limited by your imagination!

**LIQUID PAINT STANDARD COLOURS**

*4L Pail*

- **Blue 2000** - BPB2000
- **Crease Blue 2000** - BPCB2000
- **Black 2000** - BPBK2000
- **Forest Green** - BPFGL
- **Lemon Yellow** - BPLYL

**CUSTOM COLORS**

*4L Pail - BPCCL*

Use the Pantone guide to select your favourite colour or match your corporate/logo colour.

*Metallic finish paints cannot be produced as ice paint*

**LOGO KIT**

*4 x 1L Bottles - BPLK*

Choose from our 6 standard colours

*Item may not be exactly as shown*
100 GALLON BOOM SPRAY SYSTEM

Spray Systems include:
- 100 gallon polyethylene mixing tank with fittings & lid
- Choice of gas or electric pump
- Choice of 7’, 10”, or 14’ spray boom
- 250’ of 3/4” thermoplastic hose
- Integrated self circulation system
- 1 year warranty

SPRAY SYSTEM w/ GAS PUMP
7’ BOOM - BSS07G
10’ BOOM - BSS10G
14’ BOOM - BSS14G

SPRAY SYSTEM w/ ELECTRIC PUMP
7’ BOOM - BSS07E
10’ BOOM - BSS10E
14’ BOOM - BSS14E

COLLAPSIBLE SPRAY BOOMS
7’ - BSEB07
10’ - BSEB10
14’ - BSEB14 (REDUCED ABILITY FOR COLLAPSING)

FILTER INCLUDED

ELECTRIC PUMP
BSEPUMPEF - 3/4HP w/ Fittings
* Requires dedicated breaker
* Does not include manifold

HOSE 3/4”, 250’
BSEH75-250
Blue, thermoplastic

COLLAPSIBLE LEGS FOR EASY STORAGE

GAS PUMP
BSEPUMPGF
4HP w/ Fittings
* Does not include manifold

COMPONENTS ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY

Hose Reel - BSEREEL
(SPECIAL ORDER)
- Holds 250’ of 3/4” hose
- Open drum slow for smooth even hose wraps
- Hand crank for quick winding

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
MARK IV SPRAY SYSTEM  
*BSEMIV*

Designed for ice paint application in arenas and curling clubs.
The Mark IV is self propelled and easily handled:

**MARK IV systems include:**
- 4 HP motor & centrifugal pump
- 100 gallon polyethylene mounted tank
- Self mixing integrated agitation system
- 14’ spray boom with adjustable height & angle
- Off center spray nozzle
- External by-pass wand for easy clean up

THE MARK IV IS ALSO AVAILABLE AS A RENTAL

MARK IV EDGE GUN ATTACHMENT  
*BSEMIVEG* SOLD SEPARATELY

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN*
SPRAY SYSTEMS & APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

SPRAY WAND
4 Nozzles - BSESW
• Great for painting, sealing, & flooding
• Replaceable stainless steel nozzles
• Easy twist swivel connectors
• Heavy duty brass fittings
• Ball valve shut off
• Disassembles for easy storage

SIMPLY DISCONNECT AT UNION & FLOOD

BACKPACK SPRAYER CAN PRESSURIZED
15 Litres/4 Gallons - BSEBPP

LEXAN FLOODING NOZZLE
1” w/ 3/4” Adapter - BSENOZF

STAINLESS STEEL FULL JET NOZZLE - 1/2” - BSENOZSS

SPRAY NOZZLE ASSEMBLY
3/Set - BSENOZASS

BACKPACK SPRAYER RECHARGEABLE ELECTRIC
15 Litres/4 Gallons - BSEBPR
Spray up to 120 gallons on a single charge

BATTERY PACK & CHARGER

STORAGE HOSE REEL - WHEELED BSEREEL-W
• Stores 250’ of 3/4” hose
• Wheeled for easy transport
• Hand crank for quick winding

HOSE SOLD SEPARATELY

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
Graphics and logos are an excellent revenue source for your facility. Whether you are looking for in-ice logos, arena board decals, or banners; we have the solution.

**IN-ICE MESH LOGOS - BSTENF**
Our mesh logos are made of high quality, durable vinyl specifically chosen for excellent water flow & suitability for in-ice use.

- Customized design to meet your facilities needs
- Reusable, full colour, digital print on vinyl mesh
- Water transfer through the mesh & provides a strong bond with no air pockets
- Quick and easy installation with professional results every time

**IN-ICE FREEZE IN FABRIC LOGOS - BSTENTEX**
Freeze in fabric logos will make your graphics standout. Designed for simple installation and excellent edge blending with your ice whiting.

- Reusable, vivid colours, perfect for curling sheets
- Fabric folds easily for efficient storage and handling
- Installation is quick and easy with professional results

**NEW!**

**GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE**
**TRU LINE MARKER - ATLM**
- Smooth, vibrant painted lines
- Perfect circles, and size
- Holds 1 gal/4 litre paint
- Paint flow on/off lever
- Solid, heavy duty construction

**CIRCLE MARKER - APCM**
Complete a perfect paper or cloth circle in 20 seconds!

**System includes:**
- Pressurized backpack
- Spray wand with nozzle
- Acrylic roll housing
- Paper roll adapter
- Radius bar & pivot pin
- Mini wrench, nozzle, & locking pins
- Instructions

* Mesh Goal creases sold separately

**CIRCLE MARKER CLOTH ROLL ADAPTER**
APCM.A

**ULTIMATE MESH LINE KIT**
1 Application - AMLK

**Kit includes:**
- 1 x 12” blue center dot
- 8 x 24” red face off dots
- 9 x 2” red rolls
- 1 x 2” blue rolls
- 2 x 12” blue rolls
- Layout & instructions

* Mesh Goal creases sold separately

**REUSABLE MESH**

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN*
Mesh, cloth and paper products provide a professional alternative to painted ice markings. The circle marker (page 9) makes applying these products even faster!

Mesh Red Face Off Dot 24”
AMFODR24

Mesh Blue Face Off Dot 12”
AMFODB12

Cloth Line Kit
2 Applications - ACLK

Kit includes:
• 2 x blue center dots
• 16 x red face off dots
• 14 x 2” red rolls
• 2 x 2” blue rolls
• 4 x 12” blue rolls
• Layout & instructions

Paper Line Kit
4 Application - APLK

Kit includes:
• 4 x blue center dots
• 32 x red face off dots
• 7 x 2” red rolls
• 1 x 2” blue roll
• 1 x 12” red roll
• 2 x 12” blue rolls
• Layout & instructions

Mesh Face Off Hash Marks
4 sets of 4 - AMHM

Mesh Face Off Restraint Lines
4 sets of 4 - AMRL

Paper Checker Line Red 12” - APR12CH

Cloth Letters & Numbers
24” tall in standard block font
Red - BCLR24
Blue - BCLB24

White Ice™ Cloth Quick Creases
Cloth creases are quick and easy to install, get professional results every time! Made of porous cloth, a light spray and roll, lays them flat to the ice so they can be sealed in with other cloth, paper, and paint markings. Installation instructions included.

Quick Crease
Standard size 2/set - ACQC

Quick Crease
NHL size 2/set - ACQCNHL

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

COACHING & SHOT AIDS

SHOOTER TUTOR
AAST

• Improves shot placement
• Setup in seconds, bungee cords included
• Heavy duty vinyl backed 600 denier polyester
• Fits 4’ x 6’ goal frame

SHOOTER TUTOR II
AASTII

RICK-O-SHAY
AAROS

• Features 5 targeted areas
• 3-D design created a more realistic shot blocker
• Can be used inside or outside on pavement or ice

DRY ERASE COACH BOARD - ACADE

• Constructed of aluminium composite panels
• Integrates hockey, ringette markings, & depth chart
• Measures 24” x 32”
• Includes dry erase marker & eraser
• Can be standard or custom print

FOAM RINK DIVIDERS

Short Set (12” x 85’L) - AFRD12
Tall Set (22” x 85’L) - AFRD22

• Sets are 9 pieces (8 pieces 10’ long & 1 piece 5’ long)
• Available in short (12”) & tall (22”) heights
• Durable 18.5 oz, polyester reinforced vinyl cover
• Full velcro on the ends for maximum hold
• High density, impact resistant polyurethane foam

Generate revenue for your facility/team by asking us about the advertising options for rink dividers!

PLAYING THE WIDTH OF THE ICE INSTEAD OF THE LENGTH ALLOWS FOR MORE CHANCES TO PASS, SHOOT, AND STICK-HANDLE AND LESS TIME SPENT CHASING THE PUCK UP AND DOWN THE ENTIRE RINK.

– WENDY GAVES, HOCKEY CANADA

Available colours:

CUSTOMERSERVICE@WHITE-ICE.COM
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EASY PEG GOAL ANCHORS - 4/set
1.5” diameter yellow/small - ANEP1.5
1.75” diameter blue/large - ANEP1.75
• Durable nylon peg
• Stainless steel base
• Solid post, molded around 3/4” hex nut
  - will never strip from post
• Will not freeze in goal posts

MARSH PEGS - 4/set ANMP
AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF SIZES & STYLES

GOAL FRAMES & NETTING

GOAL FRAME PROFESSIONAL
Red 40” 2/set - ANF40
Red 44” 2/set - ANF44
• Tubular steel construction
• Powder coated
• 2 3/8 OD steel tube
  red powder coated

GOAL FRAME PROFESSIONAL
RED & WHITE POWDER COATED
Red & White 40” 2/set - ANF40NHL
• 72” x 48” opening / 22” (overall) top shelf / 40” deep
• 2 3/8 OD steel tube red powder coated
• Tubular steel construction
• Powder coated

GOAL FRAME & NET PACKAGES
40” Red w/ standard net - ANFPKG40
40” Red w/ resin coated net - ANFPKG40R
40” Red & White w/ standard net - ANFPKG40NHL
44” Red w/ standard net - ANFPK44
44” Red w/ resin coated net - ANFPKG44R

Package includes:
• 2 frames
• 2 nets
• 2 bottom bumpers
• 2 vertical bumpers
• 2 goal net protectors
• Lacing twine
• Instructions

36” BY 54” MINI FRAMES ARE AVAILABLE AS SPECIAL ORDER

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
NET PACKAGES
40” w/ resin coated net - ANPKG40R
44” w/ resin coated net - ANPKG44R

Package includes:
• 2/set 6mm knotless resin coated nets
• 2/set 20 oz vinyl bottom bumpers
• 2/set 20 oz vinyl vertical bumpers
• 2/set 30 oz resin net protectors
• Lacing twine
• Instructions

GOAL FRAME TRANSPORTER - ANGFT
• Lightweight design for effortless frame transport
• Steel construction & multidirectional castor wheels
• Easily disassembles for shipping & storage

GOAL NET PROTECTORS
Resin coated vinyl:
40” 2/set - ANPRO40
44” 2/set - ANPRO44

Professional 30 oz. resin, pleated:
44” 2/set - ANPRONHL

Ballistic Nylon:
44” each - ANPROB44

NETS
40” Resin coated 2/set - ANP40R
44” Resin coated 2/set - ANP44R
• All sets include lacing twine

GOAL BOTTOM BUMPER
40” 2/set - ANBFEN40
44” 2/set - ANBFE44

GOAL VERTICAL BUMPER
40” 2/set - ANCFEN

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
ARENA FACILITY MAINTENANCE

TEMPERED ARENA GLASS
Available in 1/2” & 5/8” thickness and a wide variety of sizes
Tempered glass not only resists scratches and is easy to maintain, it also has a high resistance to impact breaks. When tempered glass breaks, the glass fractures into small, relatively harmless fragments (dicing). Dicing reduces the likelihood of injury to people as there are no jagged edges or sharp shards.

GLASS SPACER CLIPS
Available in 5/8” or 1/2” - AGSC

GLASS HANDLER CUP
Each - AGHC
• 8” diameter, 125 lb load capacity
• For use with smooth, nonporous surfaces (glass/acrylic)
• Includes carrying case

GLASS HANDLER CUP

PUCKBOARD & KICKPLATE
• High density polyethylene resin shield material
• Superior stress-crack resistance
• High impact strength & rigidity
• Can be routed, die cut, & machined
• Complies with Canadian Safety Standards

PUCKBOARD
4’ x 8’ sheets in 1/4” or 1/2” thickness
Colours available: white, red, blue, yellow, & gold

KICKBOARD
6.5” or 8” height x 8’ long pieces in 1/4” or 1/2” thickness
Colours available: white, red, blue, yellow, & gold

RUBBER MATS
4’ x 6’ x 1/2” - ARFM4X6
5’ x 7’ x 1/2” - ARFM5X7
These versatile rubber (100% recycled material) mats can be used anywhere in your facility to prevent slips and falls, damage to floor, and wear on skate blades.

COLOUR MATCHING SCREWS
“F” Type .25” x 1.5” - ABSCREWS
Wood Type #10 .25” x 1” - ABSCREWS1
Wood Type #10 .25” x 1.5” - ABSCREWS1.5

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN*
EASY SEAL - BXES
• Easy Seal fills any gaps between your dasherboards & concrete base to effectively flood your surface
• Fills holes or cracks in your concrete base
• One case contains twelve individual 132 gram easy seal packages

Rink Blaster
Patent Pending and MADE IN THE USA
• Engineered for safety & quick water, slush, & snow removal
• 6’ Disconnect pultruded fibreglass handle
• Heavy duty 12 gauge aluminium blade
• Replaceable 1/4” “Super” squeegee
• Stainless steel construction & hardware

WATERWAND 30” NEOPRENE SQUEEGEE - BMWS

RINK BLASTER MINI
30” Straight Edge - BMRB30

STAINLESS STEEL WITH A HEAVY DUTY BRAZILIAN HARDWOOD HANDLE

NOTE ON THE RADIUS OPTION:
Laser cut to conform to National Hockey League specifications for corner radius of 8.5 metres / 28 feet.
SELECT RADIUS MODEL IF YOUR RINK ICE SHEET SURFACE IS LOWER THAN THE TOP OF THE THRESHOLD PLATE (ICE DAM) AND IF IT IS A CORNER GATE. THE RADIUS MODEL WILL HELP YOU SCOOP THE ICE SHAVINGS AND SLUSH FROM THIS “STEP UP AND HELP PREVENT “RAMPING”.
For straight gates, the Straight Rink Blaster will also remove shavings at the raised ice dam or threshold. This is a big time saver since there is no more fussing with shovels or squeegees.

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
SPREADER TOWEL MICROFIBER
77” - AAST77
80” - AAST80
84” - AAST84

SPREADER TOWEL FELT
77” - AASTF77
80” - AASTF80
84” - AASTF84

PROTECTIVE SPECTATOR NETTING
TWINE - ANTWINE SOLD SEPARATELY

MONOFILAMENT - ANMONNR
• Translucent, 0.1 mm diamond mesh
• 3.25” max stretch, 100 lb break strength
• Fire retardant
• Roped border available
• Available in 10’ to 24’ heights

NYLON - ANPNET
• 1.1 mm nylon, 100% knotless
• 3” max stretch, 160 lb break strength
• UV stabilized, fire retardant
• Roped or vinyl w/ grommets
• Available in white or black

ICERS - BAICERS
• Provide extraordinary grip
• Made of light weight materials that stay flexible
• Replaceable cleats

ICER SIZE | BOOT SIZE
--- | ---
Women’s Sm | 7-8
Women’s Med | 8-9
Men’s Sm | 8
Men’s Med | 10
Men’s L | 12
Men’s XL | 14

SKATE AID - AASA
Safest training aid on the market, perfect for children and adults
• 26” high x 40” wide, 15lbs
• 1 piece maintenance free molded plastic
• Stackable
• Customizable front advertising panel 8.5”x11”
• Available in red, blue & green

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN*
GENERAL FACILITY MAINTENANCE

EASY RUB CLEANER
100/cs - BXERG
• Environmentally friendly
• Nontoxic, chemical free
• No residue, no rinsing
• Clean & revitalize
• Use dry or wet

ADHESIVE STICKY MATS
30 sheets/pad - 4 pads/case
BLUE - C161.SMB
WHITE - C161.SMW
Numbered sheets peel off to expose a clean tacky mat; simply walk across to remove dirt & debris from footwear

ADHESIVE STICKY MAT BASE
C161.BASE SOLD SEPARATELY

SQUEEGEE SET 60” - C204
Includes squeegee rubber, curved steel frame, & “U” handle

SQUEEGEE SET 96” - C206
Includes squeegee rubber, straight steel frame, & “U” handle

SQUEEGEE 60” RUBBER REPLACEMENT - C204.1 NO IMAGE
SQUEEGEE 60” RUBBER w/ STEEL FRAME - C204.2 NO IMAGE
SQUEEGEE 96” RUBBER REPLACEMENT - C206.2 NO IMAGE
SQUEEGEE 96” RUBBER w/ FRAME - C206.1 NO IMAGE
UNIVERSAL “U” HANDLE - C150 NO IMAGE

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
CURLING FACILITY MAINTENANCE

BOOT BOY SHOW CLEANER

C159
Promotes a clean environment & eliminates dirt tracking onto ice.

FREEZE-IN WALK ON - C128
• Blue cloth material 27” x 156”
• Simply lay on the ice and freeze in

BOOT BOY REPLACEMENT WATER PAN - C160.W

BOOT BOY REFILL BRUSH - C160

THERMOMETER

C250
Hand held infrared with digital display.

HACK BROOM

C158

HAND SCRAPER

10” - C162
16” - C164
21” - C165

HAND SCRAPER REPLACEMENT BLADE & HOLDER

10” - C162B
16” - C164B
21” - C165B

UNIVERSAL “U” HANDLE

C150 HARDWARE INCLUDED

ICE BRUSH FRAME 90” - C152A
SHOWN w/ REFILLS

ICE BRUSH REFILLS - C152B
Set of 3 @ 30”

STRING MOP LOOPED REFILL - C156L

STRING MOP BOARD - C156B

SHEEPSKIN PELT REFILL - C154A

ICE BRUSH w/ “U” HANDLE 90” - C152 NO IMAGE
STRING MOP LOOPED w/ BOARD & “U” HANDLE 90” - C157 NO IMAGE
SHEEPSKIN HOLDER WOOD FRAME 90” - C154G NO IMAGE
SHEEPSKIN SWEEPER with “U” HANDLE & WOOD FRAME 90” - C154.1 NO IMAGE

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
Competition and power circle cutters offer the flexibility of adjustable circle sizes and single or multiple circle scribing

**COMPETITION CIRCLE CUTTER - C114**
A manual circle cutter made of powder coated steel with present rust resistance blades sits firmly on the T center and scribes single or multiple circles at a depth equal to the pressure applied.

**Includes:**
- 4 blades with 4 cutting edges each
- 7 blade ports for 12", 18", 20", 2', 4', 8', & 12' diameters
- Wooden support glides

**COMPETITION CIRCLE CUTTER REPLACEMENT BLADES**
Set of 4 - C115

**POWER CIRCLE CUTTER w/ PLUNGE ROUTER - C114R**
Simply add more decks & routers to several circles at once

**REPLACEMENT ROUTER BIT C114B**
- 7 router deck locations
- Large hand wheel
- 3 router bit templates 5/16", 3/8", & 1/2"
- Removable push handle w/ rubber grip
- 4 nonfreezing adjustable support glides

**CLOTH CURLING KITS**
2 sheets/kit - C127B

Kit includes:
- 24 blue sections for 4-12' circles
- 8 red sections for 4-4' circles
- 3 blue rolls 1/2" x 246' each
- 7 red rolls 2" x 102' each
- Instructions

**MESH REUSABLE CURLING KITS**
1 sheets/kit BLUE 12' - C124B - T
1 sheets/kit RED 12' - C124R - T

Kit includes:
- 16 x 12' house sections
- 4 x 4' house sections
- 1 x 30' x 4" hog line
- 4 x 22" x 44" corner markers
- Instructions

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN*
TWILL
Black 1/2” 400 m/roll - C139
Black 1” 100 m/roll - C141L
Blue 1/2” 200 m/roll - C137B
Blue 1” 250 m/roll - C141BU
Red 1/2” 250 m/roll - C137R
Red 1” 250 m/roll - C141R

FIBRESTICK
Black 1/2” 91 m/roll - C132
Black 1” 91 m/roll - C133
Black 2” 91 m/roll - C134
Black Hog Line 4” 91 m/roll - C135

FREEZE IN FABRIC CURLING HOUSE SET (2 houses)
Standard 12’ Blue or Red - C130TS
Custom Colours/Graphics - C130TC
• Vibrant houses that standout. Each house is two pieces of freeze in fabric that quickly installs
• Reusable, durable, and the choice of professional ice makers around the world!

MESH CURLING HOUSE SET (2 houses)
Standard 12’ Blue or Red - C129MS
Custom Colours/Graphics - C129MC
• Each house is a single mesh piece for simple installation
• Reusable and extremely durable

CURLING STONE MARKERS
Dark Blue - C123DB
Red - C123R
Yellow - C123Y

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
PEBBLING

PEBBLE CAN BACKPACK*
Pressurized - C183P
Holds 15 litres / 4 gallons
*ONLY USED WITH PRESSURE PEBBLE HEADS

PEBBLE CAN BACKPACK
Gravity - C183G
Holds 15 litres / 4 gallons

BEAVERTAIL PEBBLE HEADS
Extra Fine - C185BXF
Fine - C185BF
Medium - C185BM
Coarse - C185BC

TRUDOME PEBBLE HEADS
Extra Fine - C185TXF
Fine - C185TF
Medium - C185TM
Coarse - C185TC
Combo Extra Fine/Fine - C185TXF/F
Combo Fine / Medium - C185TF/M

PEBBLE HEAD BEAVERTAIL PRESSURE - All sizes - C185BP

PEBBLE HEAD DRILL KIT
Includes pin vise & 4 bit sizes - C187

PEBBLE HEAD EXTENSION 10” - C186

PEBBLE HEAD EXTENSION ANGLED - C188

TRIGGER (SPECIAL ORDER)
For use w/ pressure pebble heads or as a replacement for plastic trigger on pressure backpacks

STOP crushing your perfect pebble - NIP then clean with the TruCut Nipper. A manual pebble machine designed to reduce ice preparation time. Set the three precision floating blades once and leave your pebble intact every time. Add the optional mop attachment and the nipper will clean up after itself!

NIPPER SHEEPSKIN MOP & ATTACHMENT
60” - C200A
80” - C20080A

TRU CUT NIPPER
60” - C200
80” - C20080
• Self levelling floating blades
• Independent blade control
• Teflon runners for easy glide
• Optional sheepskin attachment

CUSTOMERSERVICE@WHITE-ICE.COM
CURLING EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

MARCO FLOODING CUPS
C102

MARCO HACKS
C101

REMOVABLE HACK MOUNTING SYSTEM
2/set - C104

FREEZE ON HACK SET - C106
4 Marco hacks mounted on 2 aluminium hack plates

For quick changes between hockey & curling!

REMOVABLE HACK SET
2 mounts, 4 hacks - C103

TEE CENTRES
3/4” - C116.075
1” - C116.100
1 3/4” - C116.175
Brass 3/4” - C117

TEE SCREWS 3/4”
- C116A
AVAILABLE IN 1.5” & 1.75”

BITER - C194

COMPETITION BITER, OVER THE STONE - C195

COMPETITION PRECISION SLIDE MEASURE - C193S

MEASURE CLOSEST TO THE BUTTON - C192
• Digital measure
• Electronic tape measure can be converted from inches to centimeters
• Batteries included

THERMAL HANDLES - C100
*HARDWARE SOLD SEPARATELY

CURLEX HANDLE HARDWARE
SET - C100.H
WASHER - C100.W
BOLT - C100.B

CURLEX HANDLE DECAL SET - C100D
*ALPHA OR NUMBER SHEET IDENTIFIERS AVAILABLE

CURLEX HANDLE ENGRAVING - C100E
*ROCK NUMBER AND SHEET IDENTIFIER AND/OR CUSTOM

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
CURLING EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

HAND HONING KIT - C105
Kit includes:
• 12” x 2 1/2” fine/coarse honing stone
• Hone stone handle
• Honing fluid
• Storage case
• Instructions

HONING STONE REPLACEMENT
- C105R
12” x 2”

HIGH DENSITY FOAM BUMPER
4” x 4” x 7” - C167
3” x 3” x 100” - C169
CAN BE USED AS A BUMPER OR DIVIDER

VINYL BUMPER COVER - C168 (minimum order 4)
VINYL BUMPER COVER with advertising - C168A (minimum order 4)
AVAILABLE COLOURS: BLUE, WHITE, RED, BEIGE, GRAY, & FLUORESCENT ORANGE

ALUMINIUM SCOREBOARD
STANDARD 3’ x 8’ - C144

SCOREBOARD MARKERS 1 THROUGH 10 - C147

ADVERTISE HERE

COROPLAST SCOREBOARD
STANDARD 3’ x 8’ - C145

ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
ATHLETIC / BASEBALL FIELD SOLUTIONS

BASELINE

22.68 kg/bag - OSTMCC
An excellent natural powder for ground marking on sports fields, construction projects, & other special events

• High whiteness
• Safe for everyone
• Environmentally safe
• Nontoxic & Noncorrosive
• Long lasting
• Non-soluble
• Will not damage vegetation

NEW!

BASELINE APPLICATOR - OSTMA
50 lb. dry line marker

2 WHEELED ALL-STEEL DRY LINE MARKER
BDLM35 - 35 lb.

• Adjustable lines from 2” to 4”
• All steel unit, with a galvanized steel bucket
• Comes with a guide stripe on the lid for greater precision and accuracy
• ABS plastic agitator

QUICK DRY - OQD
22.68 kg/ bag FIELD DRYING AGENT

• Absorbs its weight in water quickly
• Prevents standing water
• Does not cake, harden, or blow away
• 100% natural

Simply pour Quick Dry directly in a puddle, wait for Quick Dry to absorb the water, then rake and smooth the area.

Call White Ice for a full line of New Stripe field marking products!

NewRider™ 1700 Airless Stripper - OLS1700
The NewRider™ 1700 Airless Riding Field Stripper is the most economically priced athletic field riding stripner available.

• Engine, 10.5 HP Briggs & Stratton
• Airless, .44 gpm, adjustable 0-3000 psi
• 50” H x 43” W x 96” L
• 25-gallon tank
• 750 lbs

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN
LACROSSE EQUIPMENT

LACROSSE GOAL NETS
Black netting (All Sizes) - ANLB
White netting (All Sizes) - ANLW

• Canadian Lacrosse Association compliant goal frames.
• Reinforced flat bar bottom
• Delayed “V” back
• Easy lacing feature on top, sides, and bottom

All Lacrosse Frame & Net Packages Include:
• 2 frames • 2 nets • Lacing twine • Instructions

LACROSSE GOAL FRAME AND NET PACKAGES
3’ x 3’ Box Lacrosse goal with black netting - ANLPKG3X3
3’ x 3’ Box Lacrosse goal with white netting - ANLPKGW3X3
4’ x 4’ Box Lacrosse goal with black netting - ANLPKG4X4
4’ x 4’ Box Lacrosse goal with white netting - ANLPKGW4X4
4’ x 4’ 6” Junior Lacrosse goal with black netting - ANLPKG4X46
4’ x 4’ 6” Junior Lacrosse goal with white netting - ANLPKGW4X46

*Custom sizes available

*ITEM MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN

CAN’T FIND IT IN THE CATALOGUE?
OUR GLOBAL PROCUREMENT NETWORK IS EXTENSIVE
WE CAN SOURCE IT FOR YOU!
## APPENDIX “A” - PAINT QUANTITY RECOMMENDATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STANDARD ARENA 85’ x 200’</th>
<th>OLYMPIC ARENA 100’ x 200’</th>
<th>CURLING ICE (PER SHEET)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUE WHITE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22kg/bag BPBCW</td>
<td>14 - 16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUE WHITE PREMIUM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20kg/bag BPTWP</td>
<td>9 - 10</td>
<td>10 - 11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CREASE BLUE 2000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4L/pail BPC2000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RED 2000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4L/pail BPR2000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLUE 2000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4L/pail BPB2000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This layout has been created from an interpretation of the Hockey Canada Rule Book.
APPENDIX “B” - STANDARD ARENA LAYOUT & SPECIFICATIONS

GOAL CREASES

STANDARD CREASE

NHL CREASE

FACE OFF RESTRAINING LINES

This layout has been created from an interpretation of the Hockey Canada Rule Book.
APPENDIX “C” - CURLING LAYOUT & SPECIFICATIONS

This layout has been created from an interpretation of the Curling Canada Rule Book.
APPENDIX “D” - BASEBALL LAYOUT & SPECIFICATIONS

Typical Field Layout and Measurements

Little League Field Layout and Measurements
Unified Men’s and Women’s Field Pitch

**Mostly men’s field dimensions**

- Centre line is 10.2 cm (4 inches) wide
- All other lines are 5.1 cm (2 inches) wide

**Mostly women’s field dimensions**

- Centre line is 7.55 cm (3 inches) wide
- All other lines are 5.1 cm (2 inches) wide

**Note**

- All black lines on this diagram are field markings

---

**APPENDIX “E” - LACROSSE LAYOUT & SPECIFICATIONS**
SUPERIOR PRODUCTS PROVIDED WITH EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE.

WHITE-ICE.COM
403 236-3055
or
1-877-236-3722
to place your order

SHIPPING ALL OVER THE GLOBE
Interested in becoming a distributor? Contact us!